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Distributional preferences

• Distributional preferences shape individual opinions on a range of issues
related to the redistribution of income.

• Examples include government-sponsored healthcare, social security, unem-
ployment benefits, and more.

• These issues are complex and contentious in part because people promote
their competing private interests.

• But people also often disagree about what constitutes a just or equitable
outcome.



Fair-mindedness and equality versus efficiency

Distributional preferences may naturally be divided into two qualitatively
different components:

— The weight on own income versus the incomes of others (fair-mindedness)
.

— The weight on reducing differences in incomes versus increasing total
income (equality-efficiency tradeoffs).

Fair-minded people may disagree about the extent to which efficiency
should be sacrificed to combat inequality, as a comparison of Harsanyi
(1955) and Rawls (1971) would suggest.



For example:

— We typically associate the Democratic party with the promotion of
policies which reduce inequality, and the Republican party with the
promotion of efficiency.

— However, whether Democratic voters are more willing to sacrifice ef-
ficiency, and even their own income, to reduce inequality is an open
question.

Distinguish fair-mindedness from preferences regarding equality-efficiency
tradeoffs and accurately measuring both in a large and diverse sample of
American voters.



Template for analysis

[1] A generalized dictator game where each subject faces a menu of budget sets
representing the feasible monetary payoffs.

[2] An incentivized experiment using the American Life Panel (ALP), a longi-
tudinal survey administered online by the RAND Corporation.

[3] Combine data from the experiments with detailed individual demographic
and economic information on panel members.



A choice of the allocation ( ) from the budget set +  = 1

represents the payoffs to persons  and , respectively.

The budget line configuration allows to identify the equality-efficiency
tradeoffs that subjects make in their distributional preferences:

— decreasing  when  increases indicates preferences weighted
towards efficiency (increasing total payoffs)

— increasing  when  increases indicates preferences weighted
towards equality (reducing differences in payoffs).



A more standard model of distributional preferences

We decompose distributional preferences into fair-mindedness and equality-
efficiency tradeoffs by employing constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
utility functions.

The CES form is commonly employed in demand analysis. In the redistri-
bution context, the CES has the form

( ) = [()
 + (1− )()

]1

where  measures the indexical weight on payoffs to  , whereas 
measures the willingness to trade off equality and efficiency.



If   0 (  0) a decrease in the relative price giving  lowers
(raises) the expenditure on tokens allocated to  :

—   0 indicates preferences weighted towards increasing total payoffs.

—   0 indicates preferences weighted towards reducing differences in
payoffs.

Our experimental method generates many observations per subject, and
we can therefore analyze both types of distributional preferences at the
individual level.



The relationship between the log-price ratio and optimal token share  
(α=0.5 and different values of ρ) 
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The relationship between the log-price ratio and optimal token share  
(α=0.75 and different values of ρ) 
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The relationship between the log-price ratio and optimal token share  
(α=0.9 and different values of ρ) 
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Prototypical fair-minded distributional preferences 
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The CCEI scores in the ALP sample averaged 0.862 over all subjects, but
there is marked heterogeneity in the CCEI scores within and across the
demographic and economic groups:

— Subjects without college degrees waste 2.6 percentage points more of
their earnings by making inconsistent choices relative to college grad-
uates.

— Men are more consistent than women, and the choices of white and
Hispanic subjects are more consistent than those of African Americans.

While observable attributes have predictive power in the data, marked
heterogeneity remains within each demographic and economic group.



Distributional preference types 

 

 
  



The mean estimated fair-mindedness by sub-group 

 
  



The median estimated equality-efficiency tradeoff by sub-group 

 
 

  



Distributional preferences and voting behavior

• It is natural to examine the empirical relationship between distributional
preferences and subjects’ political decisions.

• Whether efficiency-focused distributional preferences are associated with
political support for government redistribution is an open question.

• Democrats are not more averse to inequality than Republicans — they in-
stead look more favorably on government intervention in general.

• We explore the link between equality-efficiency tradeoffs and political be-
havior by looking at voting decisions in the 2012 presidential election.



OLS regressions of likelihood of voting for Obama in 2012 

 
  



OLS regressions of likelihood of being a Democrat 

 
  



The distributional preferences of an elite

Elite law students hold especial interest because they assume positions
of substantial power in national and indeed global social, economic and
political affairs:

— All nine sitting Supreme Court Justices and two of the past three Pres-
idents (as well as a frontrunner to become the next President) are
graduates of either Yale or Harvard Law Schools.

— Over the past century more than half of the presidents attended Yale,
Harvard or Princeton, and the last four are graduates of Yale or Harvard.

The distributional preferences of YLS students will likely exercise a major
influence over public and private orderings in the United States.



The distributions of the CCEIs – all subjects 

 
  



The distributions of the CCEIs – non-selfish subjects 

 

  



The distributions of the individual-level α estimates 

 

  



The distributions of the individual-level ρ estimates 

 



• YLS subjects show markedly higher consistency than ALP subjects and, to
a lesser extent, also relative to UCB subjects, and the vast majority make
decisions that are perfectly consistent.

• YLS subjects are substantially less fair-minded than the ALP subjects, but
display similar levels of fair-mindedness relative to the UCB subjects.

• YLS subjects are far more inclined to favor efficiency over equality relative
to both the ALP and UCB subject pools, (although self-identified as much
more supportive of the Democratic Party than the general population).



External validity

A crucial concern in experimental studies like ours is their external validity.
We provide two tests of external validity:

[1] The career choices of YLS students are cleanly classified based on em-
ployer type. Equality-oriented YLS subjects significantly more likely to
work at social service or public advocacy non-profits.

[2] Elite (wealthy and educated) ALP respondents, display greater levels of
consistency than the non-elite subjects, are less fair-minded, and more
of them display very high levels of efficiency-orientation.



How did the Great Recession impact distributional preferences?

We assess the relationship between exposure to different economic condi-
tions and redistributive decisions:

— Boom→ money drops from the sky→ who will get the lion’s share of
the gains.

— Recession → losses relative to past levels → who is going to take the
biggest cut.

How distributional preferences are affected by the ‘loss’ frame of recession
versus the ‘gain’ frame of an economic boom?



Identification concerns

[1] Exogenous variation in exposure to economic contraction is rare and limited
in scope, and we cannot conduct experiments on the US economy.

[2] Many other societal shifts may be coincident with macroeconomic changes,
making it difficult to disentangle the effects of different factors.

[3] Differential selection across economic conditions, or factors other than the
recession, may be driving results.

There are three elements to our approach that, we argue, allow us to
credibly relate macroeconomic conditions to individual behavior:



— A subject pool that is drawn primarily from a large and diverse stu-
dent body, the socioeconomic composition of which is held relatively
constant by the admissions office.

— Combine student admissions and financial aid data with a broad range
of survey responses about the experience of students and postgraduate
activities.

— Simulate recessionary conditions in the laboratory and compare the
impact of the experimental treatment is to that of the real-world re-
cession.



[1] Students faced higher student-loan debts and weakened job prospects dur-
ing and after the recession than in the preceding years.

[2] The makeup of the student body, students’ overall social and academic
experiences, opinions about student life, and perceptions of campus climate
fluctuated very little.

[3] Both real-world and lab-simulated recessionary conditions are associated
with comparable shifts, though the impact of the experimental treatment
is relatively modest.



Undergraduate student self-reported family income  
(2010-11 inflation adjusted dollars) 

 
  



UC Berkeley undergraduate students receiving Federal Pell Grants 
(family incomes generally less than $45,000 a year) 

 
  



Ethnic distribution of UC Berkeley undergraduate enrollment 
  

  
  



Self-reported social class when growing up 
(University of California undergraduate experience survey) 

 
[I] Wealthy    [II] Upper- or professional-middle  [III] Middle-class  
[IV] Working-class  [V] Low-income or poor 



Overall social experience at UC Berkeley 
(University of California undergraduate experience survey) 

 
[I] Very dissatisfied   [II] Dissatisfied  [III] Somewhat dissatisfied  
[IV] Somewhat satisfied  [V] Satisfied   [VI] Very satisfied 



Overall academic experience at UC Berkeley 
(University of California undergraduate experience survey) 

 
[I] Very dissatisfied   [II] Dissatisfied  [III] Somewhat dissatisfied  
[IV] Somewhat satisfied  [V] Satisfied   [VI] Very satisfied 



Job offers received by UC Berkeley students at graduation 
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Employment rate of UC Berkeley students after graduation 
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Real growth of starting salaries for UC Berkeley graduates 
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The distributions of the fraction tokens kept 

 



The distributions of the individual-level α estimates 

 



The distributions of the individual-level ρ estimates 

 




